INTRODUCTION
In 2017 in Russia, the question of the legitimacy of the compulsory study of the languages of Russian republics in schools received widespread public attention. Until recently, this was established in the legislation of several republics.
After a speech by President Putin on July 20, 2017 at a meeting of the Council on Interethnic Relations in Yoshkar-Ola (the Republic of Mari El) 3 on linguistic rights, large-scale public prosecutor's office inspections began on the territory of the republics 4 .
The position of the prosecutor's office was that, first, the content of education in Russia is regulated at the federal level and at the level of the school (and not on the level of the subject 5 of the Russian Federation). The second argument was that everyone has the freedom to choose the language of instruction and education, and coercion to study the state language of the republic limits it 6 .
The opinion of the populations of the republics in conflict accompanying the inspections was divided: many native speakers of the republic supported the compulsory learning of their language, while non-native speakers (usually ethnic Russians) declared that their children should not be forced to learn the language of the republic 7 .
In several republics, the authorities attempted to defend the right to establish the compulsory learning of the state language of the republic, but legal arguments were used minimally in the discussion. In other republics, the ban on compulsory language learning was adopted humbly 8 . A possible consequence of the inspections may be a change in the provisions of the republican legislation relating to the compulsory study of the language of the republic.
According to a poll by the All-Russian Center for the Study of Public Opinion, 33% of 
THE LEGAL REGULATION OF LINGUISTIC RIGHTS IN RUSSIA
In order to say whether republics can establish compulsory state language, it is necessary to determine how linguistic rights are generally regulated in Russia. Currently, legal regulation exists in relation to the state language of Russia, the languages of the peoples of the Russian Federation, the state languages of the republics, and foreign languages. This article will not specifically address the issue of the regulation of foreign languages, but the main provisions of the linguistic policy that concern them will be mentioned.
International law relating to linguistic rights shows that these norms are weakly applicable in this case. This is because they relate to personal human rights or the rights of ethnic communities, rather than the rights of the subjects of the federation on lawmaking in the framework of linguistic policy. Thus, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (adopted by the UN General Assembly in 1966, entered into force in 1976, Russia (USSR) -participant since 1973) contains a prohibition of discrimination based on language (Article 26), and an indication of the right of persons belonging to linguistic minorities to use their native language (Article 27). The Convention on the Rights of the Child (adopted by the UN General Assembly in 1989, entered into force in 1990, Russia -participant since 1990) also affirms the right to use the mother tongue for a child belonging to a linguistic minority (Article 30). (OSCE, 1998) . The Oslo and Hague recommendations do not contain special regulation regarding the rights of the subjects of the federation. The European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages partially touches on the regulation of regional policies on languages, in particular in Article 8, it indicates the responsibility to ensure the teaching of regional languages within the territory where such languages are used. However, the Charter and Recommendations are not mandatory, and the ambiguous wording used in them makes their use highly variable 21 . In some areas, the use of the state language is mandatory, for example, in the activities of federal government bodies, during elections, in legal proceedings. In other spheres, along with the Russian language, the official languages of the republics of the Russian Federation can be used (for example, in advertising or the media, or in cases provided for by federal law) 23 .
THE STATE LANGUAGE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION
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Education does not belong to the spheres in which the usage of Russian language is mandatory 24 . This means that it can be obtained in other languages.
THE LANGUAGES OF PEOPLES
The 
STATE LANGUAGES OF THE REPUBLICS
Some of the languages of the peoples of Russia have the status of state languages of the Russian republics.
There are 85 subjects in the Russian Federation: 22 republics, 9 territories, 46 regions, 3 cities of federal significance, 1 autonomous region and 4 autonomous regions. Russia is an asymmetric federation where some subjects, namely republics, have special status.
According to the Russian Constitution, the most significant difference between republics and other subjects is the existence of the right to establish their own state language, which in some cases can be used on a par with Russian. For example, the language of the republic can be 
THE LEGAL REGULATION OF EDUCATIONAL RIGHTS RELATED TO THE LANGUAGE OF EDUCATION AND THE
COMPULSORY STUDY OF THE STATE LANGUAGES OF THE
REPUBLICS
In order to determine whether a republic can establish the compulsory study of its state language, it is necessary to determine:
1. What educational rights related to the language of instruction and the language of education exist in Russian legislation. This will allow us to answer the question as to whether these rights are violated if a republic establishing the compulsory study of its state language.
2. How is the content of education regulated? This will determine whether the republic has the right to interfere in the content of education, establishing compulsory language study, which will be a part of the educational program.
3. What rights do the republics have, as subjects of the Russian Federation, in terms of establishing compulsory language study from the point of view of federal legislation, and also how do republics reflect them in their republican legislation.
4. What kinds of conflicts arise around the compulsory study of the language of the republic. This issue is considered through an analysis of judicial practice. 74-FZ 'On National and Cultural Autonomy', the right to receive basic general education in the national (native) language and the right to choose the language of education and training is specified as referring to citizens 'belonging to certain ethnic communities'. However, the legislation restricts this right, establishing that it can be realized 'within the limits of the opportunities provided by the education system in accordance with the legislation of the Russian Thus, 'the choice of the language of instruction and education' is a right, in the sense that the receipt of education not in the Russian language is not prohibited 31 , however, the state does not guarantee the receipt of such education. How are the 'limits of opportunities provided by the education system' are defined is not specified by the legislator.
THE RIGHT TO CHOOSE THE LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION
Such wording of Article 14 is understandable: the possibilities of the education system are limited (it is necessary to have teachers of the language, textbooks, the corresponding educational program, etc.), and the number of ethnic communities to which students can be attributed is quite large. As noted, there are about 180 languages in Russia 32 , and the existence of an ethnic community is presumed for speakers of each language.
The language or languages of education are determined by the local by-laws of the educational organization (Part 6, Article 14 of the Law on Education). Education can be obtained in a foreign language (Part 5, Article 14 of the Law on Education).
THE LANGUAGE OF STUDY
The language that is studied in the educational organization is established by the educational program. The program is approved by the educational organization independently; it is a part of its autonomy (Article 28 of the Law on Education). 
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The right to learn a language is legally provided only with respect to the study of The language of education is regulated, on the one hand, by federal legislation, including the regulation of educational programs (through FSES), and on the other hand, by the educational organizations themselves within their activities, since they develop and implement the educational programs.
In this context, at the current time, a Russian republic does not have a formal legal way to make the republic's state language compulsory for study in republican schools. The republic may offer to finance additional education programs or promote the importance of studying the language of the republic in schools, but it does not have the ability to force schools to include the republic's language in the program or make it compulsory for schoolchildren to study it. 
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'national-regional components'). This part of the requirements for the content of educational programs was established at the level of the subject of the Russian Federation. It usually included such subjects as language, literature and the history of the republic. excluding, in particular, the division of the component standard. After that, the current Law on Education was adopted, which finally consolidated standard development exclusively at the federal level.
At first glance, it may seem that since republics cannot independently establish standards, compulsory learning of state languages is impossible. However, the norms of the law do not prohibit the Ministry of Education and Science from introducing into FSES special subject areas (for example, 'the 'state language of the republic') for the republics of the Russian Federation.
Moreover, a reservation can be made in FSES that these items are mandatory, if the republic's legislation on education establishes the compulsory study of the state language of the republic.
THE LEGAL REGULATION OF LINGUISTIC RIGHTS AT THE LEVEL OF THE REPUBLIC
With regards to the laws of the republics, the provision on the compulsory study of the republic's state language is currently present in several of them. 'The regional component of FSES', guaranteed the existence of the subject 'the language of the republic' in the educational program of the republic's schools. After the abolition of the regional component of FSES, the norm lost its legal force at the federal level. The special right of the republics to establish their state language is conditioned by the national-territorial principle of the formation of republics in Russia 37 . The right of the republics to establish their own state language implies that this language is used by the population of the republic and has a special status different from that of the other languages of the peoples of the Russian Federation. The state status of the language should give the public authority specific powers over it: not only considering the publication of documents in the republic's state language, but also in the selection of public servants who speak the language, as well as in its support and development. The state character of the language implies that the language powers of the republic extend to all residents of the territory of the republic, and not only to certain ethnic communities (as happens with the languages of the peoples of Russia).
In the event that the state language is not supported by the education system (within the framework of which language learning will occur) the possibility of its full-scale use in the territory of the republic is called into question. The prohibition of compulsory language learning significantly limits the republic in the full realization of its right to establish the state language of the republic.
In addition, financial obligations to ensure education (including the payment for language learning in the school) are part of the budgets of subjects of Russia, and not the federal budget.
This follows from Article 8 of the Law on Education, which establishes the powers of the subjects of the Russian Federation in the field of education. At the level of general education, the development and implementation of regional programs in education (including taking into account the ethno-cultural characteristics of the entity), the creation of educational organizations, the provision of a general and free pre-school, primary general, basic general, and secondary general education in municipal educational organizations and state educational organizations, the organization of providing educational institutions with textbooks and teaching materials, etc. All the main expenses of an educational organization are paid from the budget of the subject of the Russian Federation -from the salaries of teachers to the purchase of textbooks (part of the costs lie with the municipality: building maintenance and transport). In the event that the budget of the subject is not enough, it receives a subsidy from the federal budget. Thus, having the opportunity to finance the study of the state language of the republic and the right to determine the compulsory nature of its study, the republic cannot actually introduce such a program into the school curriculum because of the requirements of FSES.
THE LEGISLATION OF THE REPUBLICS ON LANGUAGE STUDY
Prior to the prosecutor's inspections in 2017 in 8 of the 22 republics, the legislation established the compulsory study of the state language of the republic in one form or another. In 2017, two republics changed their legislation on education. These republics were Kalmykia and Karachay-Cherkessia.
In the Republic of Kalmykia, the study of the language of the republic was compulsory for all students in all educational organizations, where instruction was conducted in Russian 38 .
the Republic of Kalmykia' 39 the requirement to study the state language of the republic was abolished. Now the law says that the language of the republic is taught and studied in the framework of FSES.
In the Karachay-Cherkess Republic, state languages were introduced as compulsory subjects from the first class in general education organizations for native speakers (regardless of whether the school is public or private and the availability of state accreditation) 40 .
In the new edition of the Law of the Karachay-Cherkessia Republic of December 6, 2013
No. 72-RZ 'On Certain Issues in the Field of Education in the Territory of the KarachayCherkessia Republic', the term 'native speakers' was excluded, now language learning is mandatory for all 41 . However, the article contains the following reservations:
 the choice of one of the parents' languages, if they have different nationalities (there are five state languages in the Karachay-Cherkess Republic);
 the choice to study or not to study the state language of the republic in high school (10th and 11th grade);
 language learning should not be to the detriment of the hours of other subjects;
 compliance with FSES.
In conditions when there is no special subject area in FSES concerning the state languages of the republic, it seems difficult to realize the responsibility to study languages in accordance with it. On the other hand, the legislator has not provided for a duty to teach the languages of the republics.
The remaining six republics have not yet made amendments to their legislation. At the moment the regulations are as follows.
In the Republic of Tatarstan, the Tatar and Russian languages are studied in equal amounts in state and municipal schools. An interpretation of the norms of the law shows the study of both languages is compulsory 42 .
In the Republic of North Ossetia-Alania, the study of the Republic's language is compulsory for all students in state and municipal schools and kindergartens. In addition the history, culture, literature and folklore of the Ossetian people are compulsory 43 . In principle, language education in kindergartens is not provided by FSES.
In the Chechen Republic, the Chechen language is studied in equal amounts with the Russian language in all state and municipal schools 44 .
In the Republic of Adygea in all schools (including private schools), where instruction is conducted in Russian, the state language of the republic is a compulsory subject from grade 1 to grade 11 45 .
In the Republic of Komi, the language of the republic is compulsory in all schools that have state accreditation (including private schools) 46 .
In the Republic of Dagestan, the language of the republic is a compulsory subject in state and municipal educational organizations with the Russian language of instruction 47 .
In some republics the norms regulating instruction in the state language of the republic are not specifically formulated. In the legislation of the remaining 16 republics of the Russian Federation, the compulsory study of the languages of the republics and native languages is not envisaged.
JUDICIAL PRACTICE: LINGUISTIC RIGHTS IN EDUCATION
In the legislation of a number of republics, which now do not necessarily require a study of the state language, it has previously been established that their state language must be studied.
However, as a result of judicial decisions, some republics dropped the requirements to learn the state language (the Republic of Altai, the Republic of Adygeya, the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), the Republic of Tyva).
For example, in 2001, the Supreme Court ruled against the Republic of Altai in a dispute over the compulsory study of the language of the republic. The court ruled that compulsory language learning limits citizens' rights on the grounds of nationality and language 49 .
A similar issue was considered in the Supreme Court of the Republic of Adygea 50 . In these decisions, courts prohibited the establishment of restrictions or privileges in the use of a particular language, especially depending on nationality, with the exception of cases provided for by the legislation of the Russian Federation.
Courts insisted that the compulsory study of the state language of the republic, even as a subject is a restriction of the right to choose the language of instruction, and such a restriction can only be provided for by federal law.
In 2012, the prosecutor of the Republic of Tuva, challenged the provision of the law of the republic which established the compulsory study of the Tuvan language in the Russian Supreme Court. The impugned norm, which prescribed the study of the Tuvan and Russian languages from preschool institutions, in the court's opinion, contradicted federal legislation and is subject to recognition as void 51 .
In relation to the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) in 2015, it was decided to ban the mandatory study of the state language of the republic. The court referred to the fact that the content of education cannot be regulated at the level of the subject of the federation 52 .
However, there is judicial practice that confirmed the right of the republic to establish the compulsory study of its state language. This key decision was the Decree of the Russian Constitutional Court of November 16, 2004 No. 16-P 53 .
The reason for the consideration of the case by the Constitutional Court was a complaint in which the constitutionality of the provision contained in the Law of the Republic of Tatarstan 'On the languages of the peoples of the Republic of Tatarstan' was disputed.
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The laws of the Republic of Tatarstan establish that the Tatar and Russian languages in schools are studied in equal amounts.
As the Constitutional Court noted, within the meaning of the provisions of the Russian Constitution, the federal legislator has the right to establish the basis for the legal regulation of the languages of the peoples of Russia, including general issues of language policy relating to the status of the state languages of the republics in relation to the status of the state language of Russia. The status of the state languages of the republics within Russia which affects the status of the state language of Russia, the rights and freedoms of its citizens in the sphere of education and culture, cannot be the subject of exclusive jurisdiction of the subjects of the Russian Federation.
The court concluded that in order to ensure the use of the Tatar language in all areas of official relations on the territory of the Republic of Tatarstan, the legislator of the Republic of Tatarstan has the right to make its study compulsory as the state language of the Republic of Tatarstan during the basic general education. Some judicial practice follows this Decree (namely the requirements to amend the legislation in Chuvashia, Komi, Karachay-Cherkessia) 54 .
In 
CONCLUSION
In the answer to the question 'Can the republic establish the compulsory study of its own state language?' the norms of international law are weakly applicable, since they regulate the linguistic rights of the individual and the population groups (linguistic minorities), and not the rights of the republics as subjects of the asymmetric federation.
The special right of the republics to establish their own state language, stipulated by the Constitution, federal legislation and the national-territorial principle of the formation of republics in Russia, suggests the possibility for a republic to establish the compulsory study of its language in state and municipal schools on its territory.
Since 2007 this right has been formally blocked through by-laws approved by the Ministry of Education and Science: FSES. The standards set general requirements for educational programs, the content of education (including, mandatory subject areas), terms, and educational results. The standards do not provide for the possibility of the compulsory learning of the language of the republic.
The actual prohibition of compulsory language learning significantly limits the republics in the full realization of the right to establish the state language of the republic. The state status of the language should give the public authority powers with regards to it: not only in the publication of documents, but also in the selection of staff speaking the language, and in its maintenance and development. The status of the republic's language implies that the language 20 powers of the republic extend to all residents of the territory of the republic, and not only to certain ethnic communities.
Prior to the prosecutor's inspections of 2017 in 8 of the 22 republics of Russia in one form or another, the legislation established the compulsory study of the language of the republic.
In 2017, two republics changed their legislation on education, one of them -Kalmykiaeliminated compulsory language learning from its law on education.
Judicial practice on this issue has been inconsistent. The position of the courts differs from 'compulsory study of the republic's language is the right of the republic' to 'compulsory language study restricts the rights of citizens on the grounds of nationality and language' or 'the duty to study the republic's language refers to the regulation of the content of education, which does not belong to the powers of the republic'.
The norms of the legislation do not prohibit the Ministry of Education and Science from introducing into FSES special subject areas such as 'the 'state language of the republic') for the republics of the Russian Federation. Moreover, a reservation can be made in FSES that these items are mandatory, if the republic's legislation on education establishes the compulsory study of the language of the republic.
Considering the long-standing debate on this issue, which does not entail a change in this standard, it can be concluded that the actual prohibition of the compulsory study of a republic's language is a political decision emanating from the federal authorities.
A promising area for further research is a comparative analysis of the situation in Russia, with practices of other countries on regulation of the linguistic rights of their regions and constituent entities.
